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DUI le~ds to accident, arrest
BY ERIN MillER
CllY EDITOR

Debris from a blue pickup truck
was scattered across Lincoln Avenue
after an accidem lare Monday night.
The driver of a 1985 Chevroler
pickup truck bad to be extricated
from his vehicle after it was struck by
a 1978 Ch~roler Monte Carlo ac the
intersection of 18th Street and
Uncoln Avenue, said Officer David
Reed of rhe Charleston Police
Department.
Vanessa Eberhan, 24, of Oakland
was arrested for driving under the
influence, driving with a suspended
license and disobeying a red light,
Reed said.
Gas was leaking from the back of
rhe rruck, but the driver was treated
and rdeased from the hospital.
The car was driving eastbound on
18th Srrcet when Eberhan ignored
the red light, Reed said.
The pickup truck landc.-d on the
driver's side after making one revolution, he said.
Officer David Dunning of the
Charleston Police Department said
he was unsure of how fast the car was
going because there were no skid
marks.
sn ACCIDENT PAGf <~

DANIEL WILLIAMSffi I~ !WLY EA.'>TERN NEWS

Vanessa Eberhart, 24, of Oak.and talb to Charleston Police officer David RHd before btin& arrested for her involvemellt a traffic acoidellt at the Intersection
of 18th Street and Uncoln Aveaue. Eberhattwas arrested for drivinl uder thelnfluence, drivinc with a suspended liotllst and cliaoH,inc a rtd flcht, RHd said.

Faculty developm•nt wants permanent status
BY YOUNGCHI CHANG
STAff REPORnR

The faculty development committee has
requested to become a permanent committee.
The committee is now an ad-hoc committee,
meaning that it is temporary.
"It will become a standing committee as
soon as I approve the suggested bylaws," said
Blair Lord, provost and vice president of academic affairs.
He said he has asked the ad-hoc committee
to suggest a rotational scheme for committee

member replacement.
"Once I have that, we will proceed," Lord
said.
The suggested plan oudines the committee's
new structure and how its members would be
sdected on a roUing basis.
However, the structure is not all that different than the current structure, Lord said.
The Faculty Senate passed a recommendation March 19, 2002, to create the faculty
development committee. Its purpose is to ereare opportunities for faculty co further devdop
their skills in reaching. research and service.

"We have made great strides to institution
programming to enrich &.culty members' professional lives ar Eastern," Lord said abouc the
committee's progress since its formation.
The committee also has helped to survey
faculty about their needs on campus, to develop and promote faculty events and to bring in
external speakers, said Bill Weber, associate
vice president for academic affairs.
"We need to establish the faculty developmem advisory committee as a standing committee and expand irs membership to bring in
some fresh voices and new ideas," Weber said

regarding building on the progress that the faculty development has made.
"I pledged to be a voice for the improvement of teaching and learning and ro increase
the participation of faculty across disciplines,"
said Mildred Pearson, directOr of faculty devdopment.
She said the committee wiU include various
voices and balance the representation across
colleges when it becomes a Stronger group.
"We will strive to make an impact, one faculty, one staffand one srudcnr at a time, for we
are aU EJU," she said.

Student Senate to address '1 0 minute rule' this week
Bv DAVto THill
SlUOFNT COVfRNMfNT fl)llOR

Student Speaker Adam Howell expects this
week's Student Senare meeting to go much
smoother than last week's, which featured
heated debate and argument between senate
members.
"In all fairness, any group's going to have
irs bad moments," Howell said. "It is the
leadership's job to get the meeting back in
line."
Howell said there will be changes in what
will be acceptable in the meeting this week,
adding he would be restricting what people
would be allowed to say.
It is hoped, HoweU said, senate members

will follow his lead and get back to business,
should anything like last week's meeting happen again.
Although, again, he said he expects senate members to be more prepared and more collected.
On
agenda for the meeting Wednesday
is a resolution in committee to be reworked
for the ncxr week's meeting.
The resolution is forwarded by the academic affairs committee asking the senate to
"support the affairs of the academic affairs
committee" in coming up with a policy on
how long students are required ro wait in a
class before leaving, should a professor not
show up. Howell said.
''Think about every student who thinks
after 10 minures they can leave, and a profes-

me

sor comes in after 15 minutes and punishes them
for leaving," Howell said.
While many students
may think they are entitled ro leave class should a
professor not show up
after five or 10 minutes,
ADAM HOWEll
there is, in acruality, no
policy chat states thar,
Howell said. However, it is something that
should change.
"l think it's beneficial for both studentS
and faculty to have a policy in place as ro how
long a student should be required to stay
(should a professor not show up)," Howell
said. "Anytime there is a misconception on

what srudenrs can do, especially in a classroom, it needs co be addressed."
Also, Student Senare will see a change in
faces at this week's meeting when jill David,
chair of the academic affairs commiuee, will
take over for Jeffrey Collier as scnare parliamentarian.
Howell said Collier wanted to focus on
being a more vocal and participating member
in the senate, an opuon rhar was mad~ difficult by acting as parliamentarian.
"He didn't do anything wrong as far as his
job is concerned," Howell said. "He just
wanted to be more vocal, and 1 totally understand and totally respeCt thar."
Neither Collier nor David could be
reached for comment.
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All day I Orientation for
transfer students
Old Main

BY STACY SMITH

OASIS
Noon I Nontraditional

ACTIVITIES RfPORTfR

The Tarble Am Center is fearuring the 2005 Arr Faculty Exhibition
and the Latin American and
Caribbean Festival Mask:; until
November 27.
Every year, the faculcy showcases
their recent work to the campus
community. said Michad Watts,
director ofTarble Arts.
"The Faculty Exhibition is parcicu1arly beneficial to art srudents
because they get a sense of what
professors are making," Wam said.
They see how 10 apply principles
and techniques by manipulating
marerials used. Watts said.
Faculty artwork was created with
charcoal, twined linen, pencils, oil
pastd, intaglio, DVDs. mass media
and others.
The Art FaculLy Exhibition abo
displays work srudenrs might create
in d1e classroom.
Perhaps srudems will ger inspiration about differenr artwork or discover they wanr m rry something
they have never done before, like
work with mtt.il work instead of
paint, said Dennis Malak, funClions
coordinawr ar Tarble Arts Ccmcr.
Each m piece rs sdf-se.lecred and
Watts decide; the layout of each
piece.
D .UIIH WI LLIAMSffHF l'WLY VSTFRN NEWS
Each fall and spring a school program called fifth-grade enrichment Jeff Boshart's Monument to the Third International Tower Construct is one of
comes ro the Tarble Arts Center and the many displays at the Art FaculfJ Exhibition in the Tarbel Arts Center. The
Jearns about an exlubit. Th.is year exhibit is on display until Nov. 27 and features artwork from Eastem faculfJ,
the fifth graders will be learning
about rhc T.atin American and Halpin, a sophomore arc educarion rion srudenrs guide the rours.
Each group is composed of
Caribbean Festival Masks. The pro- major.
gram is offered free to area schools.
1be tours are beneficial to the three srudents, which decide how ro
Students receive a guided rour then students because many of them give che cour. Some students split
create their own artwork similar to have never been in a museum ser- rhe 6frh graders up into rhree
the exhibit.
ting where the overall theme exhib- groups and divide !he walls into secThe exhibit wanted to represent a it artwork is made by cultures other tions.
"That way we are really on top of
number of different countries. The than cl1e Unired Srares, Morice said.
The students also get to make: what we are talking abour,n Haplin
pieces are from Venezuela.
Argentina, Puerto Rico, Haiti, something "hand~-on" and get ro s:tid.
Mexico and the &han1as.
rake il home with tht"m, he said.
"Not only is timing a problem,
Each mask was used in differenL
The Tarbie Arts O::mer supplies but also conveying Lhe ideas to the
festivah throughout latin American all budgeted marenals. The schools kids," Halpin said.
and the Caribbean, said lGt Morice, are responsible for scheduling the
Each group has a total of 30 mincurator of education
visit and transponation, Morice ures ro give a tour, bur the time may
vary depending on if rhc group is
The masks arc made from mate- said;
rials like paint, cardboard, crepe
In the fall, all Jefferson divided.
It is difficult co only have eight
paper, wood, copper, k-ather, paper Elementary School fifth graders in
mache, gliner and sequins.
Charlesron come £O the exhibit, minures to explain the masks when
The masks always have a variety then in the spring, other currenr there is so much mfom1ation abour
of people and animals and a concept schools are welcome.
it, Halpin said.
of good and evil, said Danielle
Pre-srudent-teaching art educa-

University Board will put on a 7- CUPB meeting for Friday
card student poker tournament
The next meeting of the CounciJ
on Universicy Planning and Budget ls
Saturday.
The rournamem startS at noon scheduled for Friday at 3 p.m. in !he
Saturday m the University Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Marrin
Ballroom.
Luther King Jr. University Union
Thls is the first in a three-part
Items on the agenda include a disevent jn which srudencs can earn cus.sien of rhe. University Mission
points for advancing in separate . statement and an update on campus
conseruaion.
tournaments.

student support group

meeting
Adult/Commuter Lounge
Martin Luther Kmg Jr.
University Union

Study Abroad
4 p.m. I Informational
meelmg.
Lawson Hall basement

Science internships
6 p.m. I rind out where and
how to apply
Career Services building,
Room 1301

Check out
Minority Today...

...inside today's DEN

ONLINE POLL
This week we ask our readers
"What are the chances the
Chioaco White Sox win win the
World Series?"
A) Put it on the board.
B) It's a stretch.
C) They gone.
D) Who cares, it's not the Cubs.
VOTE~
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Listen to "Wake Up Live"

with Rob

and Jenn Monday through Friday

for morning headlines on 88.9 or at
weiuhilmix.net

WTF?

UB hosts 7-card stud tourney
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Professors' art on display at Tarble
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TODAY'S EVENTS
Transfer Debut

'Justice maHers' hits
Christian Campus House
The Christian Campus House
is hosring a workshop ritlcd
"Justice Marrers," which will take
place today at noon and Thursday
at 5 p.m.
The workshop will discuss
Christian beliefs on social injustice.

Lose weight,
better sex life
REIJTfRS

VANCOUVER,
British
Columbia- Obese women who
stan ro lose weighr will also see an
improvement in the quality of
their sex lives, according ro a U.S.
study released Monday.
Even a modcr:tte weight I~ ·:·•
reduced complaints of fi:ding sex-

ually unaetraaive.

••

T
0
--------------------------------
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'Cole' portrays history of country, composer
"I really liked the songs
about sex, and the
Gigolo song was the
best one."

StudentS brought history fiom the

Flapper era ro life mi.\ \Vttk in the produaion of"Cole."
During the last five days. 10 aaors
performed a musical review of the work
of legendary composer Cole Porter.
Porter was a ml~Mcal composer during
the Aapper era of rhe 19l!h who wrote
2G opens and 26 shows.
When Porter was asked whether 1he
music or the lyrics came.> first he would
answt:r, ''Yes."
His masterpiece was very late in his
c::areer, when his 23rd musical was putting Shakespeare to music. Featuring
the song "Brush Up Your Shakespeare,"
it was on his advice of how to get

MHOOV McKINNEY I j UNIOR SociOLOC\'

Ml\1011

major who attended the phy for her
cbcauc ans dass.

S1..ajkovics' assignmenr was co am:nd
the play and wrire a review on it.
Many studentS and comm40-iry members were in attendance, causing almost
all of the nightS ro be a full house. said
Lhe Vtllage House manager Paaick
Lohan.
The area IS a square room with black
walls. Boor and ceiling. ~ only
props on the Boor were a park bench. a
St:rCCt light, and a 20-foot-by-4-foot
stage shaped like an "L," less than a foot
off the ground The stage was decorated tO be a piano. omd musical notes
were painted on !he floor.
All four sides have seats that look
down on the stage, giving ira more intimatt: fed, said cast member Mtgan
Parks.
An dfi:cr used ro give the audience a
CURIE HoutSill-if OOJl.Y FASllRN N£w.i
moreaa:utate fuel of me history was old
Ryan Petemell, Cyndi &olata and .J.J. Bradte, perfotw "Dirzy Ia~' durill& dmt rehearsal of "Colt" !at Tuesday at
picrures projected on the walls during
the Villqe Tlleater. The calf performed more than 44 auntben.
the performances. The pictures were
often explained and became part of the
formed by a cast of four males and six said Erin Hu.ls, a freshman business information of the time.
performance.
females.
major.
"I really liked the people doing ir;
The doseness of the audienoe ro the
"The performance as a whole was a
In between so~ the cast members they really got into ir," said Nicole aaors allows for aaors to perfoan withliale long. bur all the songs were short," would tell t:he history of Porter's life and Szajkovics, a fR:shman psychology out miaophones and stage makeup.

women.

He also told his StOry t:hrough the
works of his time in Paris, Manhattan
and HoUywood during influential
rimes in the shaping of the images in
those cities. Songs included "See
America FILSt," "I Love Paris" and
"Take Me Bade to Manhartlll."
Porter included controVei'Sial issues
including songs on alcoholism, the Jm.
era, me ever-popular Oizey Baby and
socual premises.
"1 really liked t:he so~ about sex,
and the Gigolo song was the best one,"
said Melody McKinney, a junior socio1ogy major, referring to the song "fm a
Gigolo" performed by ].]. Bradley.
"'That kid did awesome; the mdody
w.IS great."

The show bnm:d 44 numbers per-
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COMMENTARY

DEJieio@p!aD.eoll

EDITORIAL CARTOON BY DAVID PENNELL
WILLIE GRIGGS
GUEST COLUMNIST

WRITING AS A WAY

OF EXPRESSING
EMOTION AND STYLE
To be compelled w wrirc is the means by which ro
motivate people. The seriousness of rhis form of communication is unknown to many. However, we take for
granted rhe abiliry to translate our deepest musings imo
the various forms of media that are available ro us.
1 for one, feel an obligation ro carefully analy·.ce my
choice of words so that the message that I'm trying LO
transcend reaches rhc proper audience. Also, when one
chooses to write, he or she should ponder rhc sobriety of
what wiU be wriuen. To relay the wrong message wirhour
weighing the consequences is Like wielding a weapon of
mass destruction without knowing the full extent of its
power.
Throughout history, many brave men and women have
died on behalf of the words of their mouths and the
rhythm of their pens. Had not cenain pioneers gathered
the courage co write the truth without fear, rhere would
be no inspiration for those of us who write today.
Although roday's more popular forms of media are
radio and television, the acrual manuscript form of communication still holds validin' in today's society.
1 am drawn to
free writing
because it allows
the writer co somewhat wax poetic
with word usage,
while simultaneously crafting a
message chat is co
be relayed to the
mass public.
In my perspective, the pen is at
times more detrimental ro man
chan weapons,
germs and diseases. Lives have been affected in ways chat we'll never
know because of the pen. Bills have been signed into law,
contracts have no validity wirhour signarures and checks
have to be endorsed before they're cashed.
Basically, the ability to correlate a written message
and/or to sign one's name on a document is of grave
importance. There are very few things that are more
imponant than writing, throughout the course of history
because it has kept track of so much. Therefore, when
one composes a manuscript of any kind, the person must
be certain of rhe power of the pen.
An effective writer is one who knows the potency of
his or her own pen as a weapon. Writers may either dig
deeper holes for themselves or create a myriad of career
.opportunities by doing such. Perhaps there are factors
regarding the history of the world that would not have
been known if it were not for written documentation.
Some of the things the written word has documented are
necessary ro history.
Indeed there had ro have been someone who knew the
value of his or her words. Without recognition the power
of one's words some of the world's greatest thinkers
would have been disregarded and their ideals would have
never come to fruition. It is my calling to urge all collegiate wriLers regardless of their concemrations to give
careful thought to the messages that they transcend.
Whether it is verbal or written, its powers are inevitable.

"I am drawn to free
writing because it allows
the writer to somewhat
wax poetic with word

usage, while

simultaneously crafting

a massage that is to be
relaJed to the mass
public."

Griggs, a smiorjournalism major,
can be readudm cuwjgl@nu.tdu.
I
I

•t homn:s t fall

refugee~>

evacuate catcgoc-y-5 dryer rna l t"unction

EDITORIAL

Stability for the workers
Minimum wage was

recently raised at

Washington University in St. l<>uis &om $7.75 to

At issue

funded university with its own set of financial guide-

ISSUe even though the minimwn wage is sec at the

Mrnimum wage and
he-alth care issues at
some ~chooll> and
how those two issues
are covered at

lines that mark when it is possible co adjust such
things as the level of minimum wage.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reponed on the situation at Washington University on Friday and came

state regulated $6.50.

Eastern.

down on the same side of the srudenrs. The newspa-

Our stanoe

per ~pecially believed in the srudcnts' cause when ic

$8.25. This was due to a controversy raised by students at the university, but at Eastern this is not an

h seems the Largest difference between the rwo

schools is the simple fact chat Easfem bas a much
more limited budget

10

spread arow1d a busier

school.
Bur at Easrem, the siruation for minimum wage

isn't that bad simply because the only university
workers who make the minimum are srudent workers. The rare exception is the pan-time workers who
work for the Pcacemeal program.

£astern seems to have

minimum wage
directed only to the
people who are

student workers and
part-time employees.
.This is a much better
situation than what
occurred at
Washmgton
University in St.
louis, where health

came to the shabby health care options for the
school's lower end workers,
"Surely a wealthy private university with its own
medical school can manage to provide some form of
health benefits for irs workers.
At Eastern this forrunatdy does not appear to be a

problem, at least according to Lane.
"Were required to offer those who work above

The program was started at Eastern through a
that 50 percent mark some different options fur
grant, and includes wo.rkets who deliver meals co benefits and
health care," he said. "So that really isn't a problem
rrunimum wage were
those less fOrtunate, said Stephen Lane. composifur our school, but we can't really be compared to
only bettered because
tion manager in the Human Rfsources department.
Washington either because the schools are so differof student protest.
c:nt."
"These workers for the Peacemeal program work
less than 50 percent of the time and they usually don't step foot
Even though the schools are different, it is good to see thar the
on Eastern's campus," Lane said. "Mosr of the time the people minimum wage siruation at Eastern is stable enough to provi&
who work for the program are retired already and are just looking the workers with what they need to make a good enough living. .
co be productive and help out where they can."
Beyond just the minimum wage, health care also is an issue that
Besides those workers and srudent workers, the employees at the administration has had laid out for their workers so that they
East.em make more than the minimum wage and also have mul- know they are well covered.
tiple options for health care coverage. Because of these conditions,
it seems rhat nothing really needs to change.
Unlike at Washington University, Eastern is not a privately

The ediwriaL is tht majority opinion of
The DaiJy Eastern Nws editorial board

YOUR TURN: LEITERS TO THE EDITOR
The staff ar Tbe Daily Easttml News
wants ro know what students think
about current events, campus issues,
college living and anything else srudents would like to address.
Editorial cartoons run everyday,
while guest columns run once a week
on Wednesday. Anyone is welcome ro
write a column or draw a carroon, but
it is ar the editor's discretion when ro
run the column or the cartoon.

COLUMNISTS NEEDED

CARTOONISTS WANTED

Have an opinion? We want to hear
it! The Daily Eastml News is looking
for scudenrs interested in voicing opinions on campus. stafe, national and
international issues through columns.
The DEN reserves the Wednesday guest
column spot for studenrs, faculty and
members of the community. Guest
columns should be a minimum of 550
words and can go up to GOO words.

Tbe DEN is in!erested in recruiting
cartoonists that display artistic ability,
particularly caricatures and tasteful
humor as well as address campus issues.
A grasp of the news and current events
is necessary for cartoonisrs co be effective.
Columns, cartoons and letters can be
submitted ar room 181 l of Buzzard

Hall.

lElTERS 10 THE EDITOR: The Dill/) Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state, national and international 1ssu~. They 5hould be less
than 250 words and Include the authors' namt~, telephone number and address. Studen~ should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration
and stllff should lnd•cate the~r posruorr and depanment. Lettel""< whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edir letters for
length. Letters can be sent to The Dally E.Jstern News at 111 t Buzzud HaJJ, Charleston ll &1920; fal<es to 21 7-581 ·2923; or e-ma1led to
DENe lc@paii.( ODS

. .. . ...........

........ ...

.....
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Seasonal aller
no-w the en
SIAH RII'OiotltR

AI soon as Leigh Tankersley getS out of bed in the
morning. the: headaches hit. The joints in her jaw
tighten, and the sneezing starts - a lor of sneezing.
Tankersley. 2 freshman commWlicnion &orders
major, suffers from a common disease of the I~
that has $trlclcen some Eastern srudc:nts, 2 disease
called seasonal alJergic.s.
Approximately 25 percent of the population suffers liom allergits, and 150 smdmts have come to
Healrb Serv1ccs this semester seeking relief from seasonal allergies. also known as "hay fever: said Nita
Schraeder, a nurse at Health Services.
Seasonal allergies can range fiom excruciating to
annoying.

Some symptoms include sneCLing, sruflY nose.
coughing, itchy eyes and sinus pressure. Sometimes
sinus pressure cancause severe migraine.~.
"It's like a headache that ju.st won'r go amy,"
Tankersley saKi.
She has been dc.>aling with allergies for ne-arly six
yC3rs and fights them by r.1king mcdie1rion.
Some students only suffer from alh.·~ie. when rhc:y
are in Charleston, like Nikki Swart, a junior biology
maJor.
"1 seem to get a stuffy nose when I'm down here.
It's probably because ofall of the: b.rrnland," Smrt
said.

We've

Swart doesn't take medication for her allergies, and
said she isn't sure ifshe trUly has allcrglc:s or just has a
constant cold.
A number of factors can set off allergies.
"Dust, pollen, rut grass ••• that's my ~vorire: the:
days they decide ro cut all the grass on campus,"
Margaret Bookie, a junior sp«ial education major,
said with a laugh.
Bookie has bad alktgies ~ she was 3 years old
and also trears them with medication.
Unlike colds, allergies don't just go away and can
only be rreattd by changes in environment or medication, according to me HCalth Education Resource
Center.
The rwo main ~nts for allergies are antihistamines and decongesrmts.
Antihistamines correct the aau.al problem, but can
make a pei'SQn drowsy, so some students choose
decongestallts, whi<:h cure the symptoms rather than
the allergy itsel£
A helpful handom from health service also had
some simple rips that can help ease allergies likt< kc:cp-o
ing windows closed, using an air conditioner to kccp
pollen ourside and limiting outdoor activities during
rhc hours in which a lot of poUen is in the air, from
10 a.m. ro 4 p.m.
Seasonal allergies can be devastating, and rhcy
coml· in different follllS with every season. But with
lhe right medication and changes in environment.
allersit'S can nor only be endured bur swpassed.

discovered a new way of living.
It's called Campus Pointe!

LIVE IT.

LO~E

---+Paid Cable & lntemet

~washer

---+Utility Allowance

-+Private bath

----+Local Phone Setvice

~walk-ill

& Dryer

-+Fitness & game room

closets

SHOWTIMES FOR OCT 17-20

-4fanning bed

40 YEAR OLD VIRGIN(R) DAlLY 700

---+Picnic & grill patio

"''"'~" ...,.,.., OF EMILY ROSE(PG13)

Homesick?
Weilnesdays
All the Spaghetti
You Can Eat! $3.95
Veggie Lasagna $5.
_.;;,...__~-

Frldap
German Night
Sausages & Schnitzels

Stop by TODAY for a Tour and Refreshments!
Open Daily

9:00AM-11:00 PM
v.lVl'li. c~mpus~p 01nte. com

230?. B0S r. Dr. (

ex ro wn !>J

m)

FOR

17-20

EUZABETHTOWN(PG13) 4:00 6:50 9:45
OOMINO(R) 4:20 7:10 10:00
Tlif FOG(PG13) 5:00 7:30 9:50
WALLACE & GROMIT(G) 4:10 6:30 9:00
WAIT1NG(R)4:45 7:00 9:20
GREATEST GAME EVER PLAYEO(PG) 5:15
8:15
TWO FOR THE MONEY(R)4:30 7:20 10:10
IN HER SHOES(PG13)3:45 6:40 9:40
FLIGHTPLAN(PG13) 5:40 8:0010:30
JUST LIKE HEAVEN(PG13) 5:30 7:45 10:20

GIVE YOUR
BUSINESS
THE PUSH
IT NEEDS
581-2816
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Faculty Senate

,....,
........
....
...............

addresses progress

• What elements of the EIU
educatiOnal expenence are dis-

.........
tinctive/

potencial, optimize their scbolady opportunities in order ro make an impact in
arcz of tciChing and learning and globFaculty devdopmc:nr is a popular alize f.acultys wo.ddview ro provide a
activity.
service (0 odlas.
Projcas Pearson is working on is
"lcs hem a ~ ~·" said Mildn:d
Pearson, di.rcaor offaculty dcvdopmcnt adding online articles about teaching and
Pearson ~red a f.ill update ro the learning ro chc faculty dcvdopmenr site,
Faculty Senate at itS m«tingTucsday.
oollaboraring more with dqxutmcntal
]~ this semc.sn:r, chc group's calendar chairs and the Grants and Research
INs 23 cvaus, which ind~ orienta- Offi<x: and making the f.dJ 2006 worktions, monthly focus grou~ and work- shop schedule.
shops. This docs nor include the F.iculty
In other senate business, Brenda
Memoring Circles Connccrion-G Wilson, chair of the bylaws oommittec,
mcnroring progr.un spccifically for presented four revisions ro the bylaws.
tenure-crack faculty.
They indudcd adding an awards comFaculty Senace exp~ itS apprecia- mitttt, allowing fur ekaronic da.:rions,
tion for all her hard work.
not aik1wing a smare member ro concurSenate member John Henry rently sem: on a Standing committee.
fununicr said Pea.oon, in her annnp«S ro such as the Council on Academic AffiUrs.
esrablM F..culty devdopmau on am- and adding a faculty community fda..
pus. docs not jUSt focus on teaching. tions committee.
lkcwsc of the absena: of Blair Lord,
research and ~ bur she also addresses me i<.b ofwhat she alls a 'whobonlt" ~ and via presidmt fur academic
pro~r,' which goes beyond the ~
affairs, the senate do:idcd m Clble the
room.
revisions until be could be consulted
Faculty cbdopmcnt workshops oon- about the definition ofa "scanding comfirm Pearson$ 5Ct'Via: approach to faculty mince" and ifa similar faculty commu·
develop wilh n:h topic:s as "Wdlness nity rdations conunim:e was already
·
Cacdyst: Finding Tunc for Me," and cstablishcd c.lsewbere on cunpus.
"VeteJan Faculty: Seeress to~"
The senare also starttd ~ me
"Our goal is ro nltrt the M:ds of all university$ mission St:UemenL At the
f.aruh:y ac all kvds of devdopmcnt," beginningofthe semester, Lord proposed
Pea.oon said.
sem1 questions to promote discussion on
The goals for the group. Pearson said. cunpm. The senate~ CICh one.
ate (0 C'.Stlbl.tih paraxnhipr. ~ Faculty
The third question Lord propo!il'd
Dcvdopmcnt empowers and c:ncouragcs was, "For what are we known by our
~·· Ei.ctilry to ~ize thOr t~g ~ and cunent students?'" w

Safe and small
-Familial

Request to annex property
on file for public inspection
Bv EalN Mluflt

-Small class sizes

CITYfDilOR

·Cont.lct With professors
• For what would we hke to
be knownl

-Collaborative research
between faculty and
students
-Engaged faculty
-Good Values

• What ate the five key elements that should/must be'"
our m1ss10n statement?
Academ1c excellence

Good balance between
theory and pract1~V
experrent1al

-Selective institution
-Student-focused

"For what would we like ro be known?"
VK.t.....chair Jtoff Ashely answered,
"We're known fur 'che2p.' and wc(f like m
be known~ a 'good\~."
Some mcmbc:rs prott:snxl tbe v.ud
'cheap'. saying that 'aftUrdablc' is more
aa:urate, but chey c:onadcd char that is
how srudcn!S pcrcdve Eastern.

Dining Etiquette
Workshop
Career Services
& Charleston
Country Club
4:45- Bpm

TRICK
OR
TREAT

Possible apartment
complex placed on hold

- Mentoring

Internships for
Science Majors
Career Service~
1301 HSC
6pm

31

WEONI!SDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2005
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Unique Homes' request to
annex property on 18th Srrect to
build a nc:w apanment complex
was placed on file for ·public
inspection Tuesday night, which
might postpone plans for the construction.
Unique Homes owner Reginald
Phillips said they have outgrown
their locacion and would like to
move to a berrer location and new
building.
They will be willing to work
with existing neighbors to crtate a
building that is aesthetically pleasing, while also diminaring excess
traffic, Phillips said.
Charleston City Council members requested a possible preannexation agreement, which will
outline the plans before they vote
ro approve the annexation.
Also placed on fi le for public
inspection was authorization to
form a County Solid Waste
Agreement, which would be a
committee of elected officials who
would oversee the different aspecu
of waste in Coles County.
This committee would prove a
"unified, consistent way to
approach waste management,"

MULTICULTURAL
CAREER
EXPO

said
Doug
McDermand,
execut i ve
director of the
Coles County
Reg i o n a l
Planning and
Development MAYOR }<>HN
Commission.
INYART
A new item was added to the
agenda today, which approves the
use of tourism funds toward Coles
County Festival of Frights events,
which will take place Oct. 28 to

Oet. 30.
The item was added last minute
because they were unable to present it to the tourism board until
their meeting last night, said
Mayor John lnyart.
City council members also voted
to approve the use of $69,600 of
motor fuel rax funds to pay the
Illinois
Oeparrmcnt
of
Transportation for reconstruction
of the Fourth Street Bridge.
The bridge construction is
already completed, but now t:hey
need to pay back the cost to
lOOT, said Cun Buescher, director of public works.
Two raHle pcnnits and sneer dosure on the square for a Halloween
parade were also approved at the
mecring.

ROMANCING
THE BONE
@

FRIENDS
9PM

29
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Winning float
boosts Sigma Nu,
Alpha Sigma Tau
BY ADAM Tmoot
STAfF R£l'ORT£R

A 12-by-6 foot Mounr Olympus
with a 13-foot Parathion and mountains rolled down Seventh Street in
this year's Homecoming parade on
Sarurd.ay.
A mighty looking Zeus on the
back of the float with a lightning bolt
in his hand was usd to light a rotating Olympic torch.
'I'lUs float would rum out ro be
this year's Homecoming winner.
Sigma Nu and Alpha Sigma Tau,
represenring the city of Athens,
Greece for thas year's theme, "Oh,
the Places You Will Go," teamed up
for the second consecutive year.
They said they put in a lot of hard
work and used teamwork to win

rhis year's Homecoming.
The win means quire a bit for both
of the houses, and they could not be
more excited.
"lt feels good. We put a lot of
blood, swear and tears into this project," said Mike Mulvcnna, a senior
history major and president ofSigma
Nu. "We have came in second and
third me pasr few years, and we
pushed owselves really hard to win
this year."
The other side of the team fdr the
same way.
"We're really excired," said
Samantha Smith, president of Alpha
Sigma Tau. ·we worked really hard
on the float this year. It meant a lor co
see the float going down the srrect
and for it to win."
Creating che Greek-Style float took
a little over a month. They said the
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TH Alplaa Sicu TH 11141 Sipu •• "ltHu" float paaesltJ H SeWHth StrNt lllriq ... IOIMCOIIilc ,.,... 011
Sltlrdly ...,...,. TH float took first plaot il tM OOIIttst.
design of the floal was possibly what
could luve gave them the edge in this
year's win.
"The design for the Aoat helped
us. The guys came up with a really
great design," Smith said.
Bur thi!; win has a lor more to it
than meers the eye. Winning

Homecoming can put attention on a
fraternity and sorority. creating a possible way to influence ~ttruirment
numbers for the following year.
"This is a really good recruitment
tool," Smith said. "It's something
t.hat we can talk about and be proud
of."

Mulvenna was nor quire as sure
that it would help their numbers for
next year, bur he was sure it would
help their confidence.
"I don't know ifitwill help recruitment, bur it will boast our morale
and get us pumped for next year,"
Mulvcuna said.

Miers pledged anti-abortion support in 1989 political race
T HE AsSOCIAT£0 PRbS

WASHINGTON - Supreme
Court nomintt Harriet Miers
pledged unflagging opposition to
abortion as a candidate for the Dallas
City Council in 1989, according to
document!i released Tue~day. She
backed a constitutional amendment
to ban the procedure in most cases
and promised to appear at "pro-life
rallies and ~pccial events...
Asked in a Texans United for Life
questionnaire whether she would
support legislation re.srricting abor~
tions if the Supreme Court allowed
it, Miers indicated she would. Her
reply was the same when asked,
"Will you oppose the use of city

NATIONAL
WIRE
funds or facilities" to promote abortions?
Supporters of Miers' nomination
said they hoped the single sheer of
paper delivered to rhe Senare
Judiciary Commirree as part of a
shipment of 12 boxes of documenrs
would help reassure rebellious conservatives mat she would not disappoinr rhem if she takes a seat on the
hjgh courr.
President Bush knew of the vic::ws
she had held before he picked her for
the court, spokesman Scott

Multi-cultural

McClellan 5.'\id ar the White House. through court action, having failed
But he said the president "did not dis- to persuade the legislative branch or
cuss with her or anyone else whether the executive branch of the wisdom
or not those were still her views."
and correctness of their preferred
One Democratic supporter of cowse.
abortion rights responded warily.
"CourtS are to be arbiters of dis'This rai~ very serious concerns .pl\res, {\OJ .prui~pers. n
about her ability to fairly apply the
G:'ongressional officials said
law without bias in this regard,'' said Tuesday night the committee prooo·
Sen. 01anne Feinstein of California. bly will seek additional information
''It will be my intention to question from Miers.
her very can.:fully about these issues."
They said Sen. Arlen Specter, RMiers also returned a lengthy Pa., chairman of che panel, intends
questionnaire to the Judiciary to announce on \X'ednesday rhar
Committee on Tuesday in which she confirmation hearing:> wm open dlc
wrote that the "role of the judiciary week of Nov. 7 and run for four
in our system of government is lim- days. Majority Republicans hope for
ired.... And of course, parties should a final voce in the full Senate by
not be able to establish social policy Thanksgiving.

Career EXPO

All students & majors welcome!
Find Jobs & Internships!

Don't Miss It!!!

Build Networking Skills!
Explore Career Options I

Career Services www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

These officials spoke on condition
of anonymity, saying they were not
authorized to providt' details.
Bush nominated Miers three
weeks ago to succeed retiring Sandra
Day O'Connor. the justice who has
cast the pivotal vote in a String of 54 rulings in recem years that sustained abortion rights. upbdd affirmative action and limited the application of the death penalty.
Many Republicans bad hoped
Bush would pick a prominent con~rvative "'irh a long record on abortion and other issues ramer than a
60-ycar~old White House counsel
whose private law practice consisted
aln1ost entirely of representing corporate dien~.

Consolidated Communications, Inc., a progressive telecommunications company, has an immed•ate open1ng for an individual with a
Bachelor's Degree in Accounting. Advanced tax-related courseworlt and
CPA preferred. 1·3 years of relevant wor1( expeience. Ability to analyze
tax, financial and operational information. Strong PC skills with ability to
build models/databases. Strong organizational and time management
skills are necessary. Must be able to complete all required tasks wi1hln
predefined bmeframes and work well under pressure while meeting deadlines. Self-motivated, results oriented contributor possessing above average customer service skills and analytical thinking ab11ity.
Responsibilities include: Prepare, process and file all federal,
state and local Income tax retums. Maintain hst of compliance filing dates
and verifies that all returns have been filed timely. Maintains Information
and spreadsheets utilized In preparation of filings. Prepare monthly closmg
entries as necessary and reconciles General Ledger tax related accounts.
Oversees fixed asset records, performs research and analysis with various
tax audits. Brings a comprehensive knowledge of computer systems, tax
regu1atlons and procedures.
We offer a competitive compensation and excellent benefits
package. To apply, send cover letter, resume, and salary history to
Consolidated Communication., Human Resource Department, 121 S.
17th Street, Mattoon, ll 61938 or VIa email at
HumanResourcea@consolldated,com,
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PERSONALS

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

ATIENTION ALL GRADUAT-

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROP·

EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMI-

2006-07

the

www.jw1lllamsrentals.com

ING SENIORS! If you are

ERTIES NOW LEASING FOR

CALI HALF OF DUPLEX APT.

BIGGEST and BEST. 6, 8, 9,

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR

Fall 2006 • Luxury 3 and 4
bedroom, 2 bath apartments.

interested 10 a yearbook of
your se01or year, and are not

FALL 2006 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and

WITH 1 BORM LOFT. FUR·

and 10 bedroom houses. Only

NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing

Free HIGH SPEED INTER·

14

Houses.

NISHED FOR A SINGLE OR

1 block from campus and

now 1 & 2 bedroom units.

NET, Free CABLE TV, Free

sure how to pick It up, come to

Apartments. and Duplexes.
View
Properties
at

COUPLE. $385/MO FOR 1
OR $435/MO FOR 2
1

Lantz Gym
CLEAN
WELL-MAINTAINED.

and
Call

Good locations. nice apartments. off street parking,

PHONEI New. safe, secure
and close to campus. lots of

www eiprops.com or Contact

BLOCK NORTH OF O'BRIEN

345-3148 for deta1ls or check

trash paid. No pets. 345-

FIELD FOR SCHOOL YEAR
2006107. CALL JAN AT 345·

check us out at www.pantherpads.com.

7286.

ma11 you a copy in the Fall
when they are published. Call

Melissa at 345-6210 or 5490212
_ ___________10/20

amenities.
www.jbapart·
ments.com 345-6100.

581·2812 for more Information.

Now Leasing for Fall 2006.
Near Buzzard building. 345-

the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard
Hall, and for only $6 we will

__________________oo

Bedroom

5821 or www.rcrrentals.com
10/20
3 Bedroom House. 1 1/2 Bath.

FOR SALE

_______________________oo

second semester. Call 345-

8 GIRLS @ $295/ EACH .

bedrooms • Free high speed
Internet, Free cable TV, Free

Close to Campus

to campus. 345-5048
_____ _ 00

345-1266

HOUSES FOR FALL-3, 4, 5,

YEAR 2006/ 07 1 BLOCK

+6

condition.

Girls beautiful 2&3 bedroom

00
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3

NORTH OF O'BRIEN FIELD.
CALL JAN-345-8350

Locally owned + managed .
www.
345-7286.

furnished apartments for fall
2006. 10 month lease 345-

Bedroom for Fall 2006 Close
to campus. 4 locations to

---- - - - ___oo

jwilliamsrentals.com

5048.

choose from Call 345-6533

apart·

2000 Jeep Cherokee Laredo Grey, New tires. brakes, water
pump. Power windows/ locks.

ments 1026 Edgar Or. 3485032.

CO player. $8200.

FALL 2006.

2 Dining Room Tables w/
chairs $30/$40, 1 couch $40,
Phone (217) 549-1695.
_______________ 10~6

ANNOUNCEMENTS

2 BED-

HOUSES FOR FALL 3,4,5, &
6 bdrm. Ex. location. Ex. con -

ROOM APARTMENTS. 1026

dition. Locally owned and

EDGAR OR. 348-5032
_ _ 10/25

www.jwilliamsrentals.com

ROOM

3 Bedroom House, Flexible
lease, very clean, washer/
dryer, dishwashlng , fenced
yard With deck, carport and
garage.

COSTUME
RENTAL-plus
w1gs, hats,makeup, beads.

HOUSES.

1404 14th st.

345-

master bedroom.

for 2006-2007 1 & 2 Bedroom

MENTS: 1.2.&3 BEDROOM

Apartments. 2 & 3 Bedroom

APARTMENTS

10-2 Sat 345-2617
_ _ _ _ 10/31

house

GREAT CLOTHES FOR COSTUMES AT SPENCE'S ON
JACKSON. OPEN TUES-SAT
12-5PM 345-1469
____ _ _ _ _ _11/1

Near

waitress.

Expenence
Flexible Hours

No

ST.

APART·

AVAILABLE

~OR FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF

OFF

2516.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.
___________10/28

_________________________oo

STREET

PARKING,

Autumn @ 348· 1479

_________oo

ACROSS

1 French cherubs

Contact Marvin at 268-9925 or

August '06-'07. PP&W PROP-

240-0786.

ERTIES,
2
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK AND 1

6 Fish often spirt
for cooking

Sidwell345-3119 or 232-3117.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10~4
!BARTENDING! $2SO/ day
potential. No Experience

1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2-person leases Central heat &
A/C, laundry facihtles. Water,
trash service, and off-street
parking included. Perfect for

Necessary. Trammg Provided.

senous students or couples

1-800-965-6520 ext. 239

348·8249
www.ppwrentals.com.

11 Field hosp1tal
sight
14 "BeaVIS and
Butt·head" cartoon spinoff

28 How the sirens

42 Totals

___________ oo

18 Riverbank bur-

43 Ammotic _

pan-time floral designer. Call

Available for Summer and

19 36-Across craft

345-7007 for more Info.
____________00

Fall 05-06 school year. Clean
modem
apartments and
homes

FOR RENT
Single

Apartment.

Utilities

Included. $299 per month.
Dave 345-2171. 9 am· 11 am

----------------~00

Included.

w/some

utilities

1,2,3,4,&5

bed-

rooms. WID in some units
also NOT ALL CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. NO PETSIIII 217·
345-4494.
__________ ____00

20 About 4 m1llion
Americans, religiously
23 Bephant's
weight, maybe

44 Fast-paced
sport
46 Certain drivethru requirement
50 Chinese
dynasty a thousand years ago

24 Other. 1n Madnd 51 Greek cheese

25 Gutter s1te

54 Uke the most

devout churchgoers ... and
31 Lobster's cous1n
another ana·
gram of
34 Mauna _
20-Across
35 Politictan's goal 59 Headhunter's
36 19·Across pasb1g recruit, lor
short
sengers

37 Pop artist
whose name is
15 Honky-tonk sight
an anagram of
20-Across
16 Washington's
41 Low-tech m1ssde
_ Stad1um

rower

53 Month of rann~

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

61 Not express
62 Allots
63 Hairy hand

64 TropiCal palm
65 Spring up
66 Mozart's home:
Abbr.
67 Short-fused

68 Deli ChoiceS
DOWN

1 Doesn't stay the
same

FCS STUDY ABROAD: lnformallonal Meeting: Oct 19. 2005 at
3:30pm In the Klem Student Lounge. Spend a full semester In
South Africa and eam up to 15 credit hours.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS: October lntemallonal forum on
Wednesday, October 19 at 2:30 - 3:30pm in the CharlestonMattoon room In the Union. "Natural disaster risk and reduction:
where do we go from here?• Presented by Bllllovekamp, EIU soci-

Ology department.

.,._+-+--

2 Taper
3 "Brighton Rock"
novelist
4 Zwei halved

5 Swedish export

CAMPUS CLIPS

No.0907

Edited by Will Shortz

sang, in myth

17 Bullfight settmg

_ 12112
Noble Flower Shop now hiring

217.345.1400

www.universityvillagehousing.com

llJeNe\tJ lork
limef
Ct:ossword

One bedroom apartments for

10/19

NOW LEASING!!!

WATER
AND
TRASH
INCLUDED. CALL 345-1266

Necessary
Must be 21

Need experienced carpenter
and have own toots. Call Eli

Model unit now available for viewing across the street from
Old Main at 1405 Sixth St. near EIU campus in Charleston
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!!!: 52" TV WITH
HOME THEATER SURROUND SOUND umttooTimo otter
Be the first to pick your home site location!!!

Park Place Apartments Now

Furnished. trash paid Contact
Bartender/

_ ___ oo

NEW UPSCALE STUDENT RENTAL HOUSING
COMMUN ITY NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2006!

______________________ oo

Campus.
Call for an
Appomtment.
(217) 345-

showing for Fall 2006. 1.2.3
bedroom
units.
Fully

HllPWANTED

- -- - - -- - - - 00

niversity
ill age

Sublease

GRANO
BALL-609
Sixth
Street, Charleston 12-6 M-F.

Furni~hed

_________oo

semester. Fully Furnished,
garbage disposal, dishwasher,

BUCHANAN

gifts!

Ex.

N1ce Apartment available 2nd

- - : - - - - - - - - - - -10/25
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting

gag

bdrm.

____________________o.o

call ASAP. 502·751-8481

&

__________oo

345-7286.

managed .

2982.

bachlorette

Available In January: 1 BR
apartment, water and trash
included, off-street parking.

LARGE YARD. FOR SCHOOL

1786
_______________ 10/25

7244.
__________________00

Buchanan Street apts. Call

FALL 2006. 5, 4, 3, 2 bedroom

BED-

PANTHER PADS offers for
Girls. Beautiful Furnished

to campus. 4 or 5 B R C A .
W.O. Trash. Phone 345-

houses for fall 2006. 3-7 peo-

618-676-1433.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

_10~5

h
o
n
e
www.jbapartments.com 3456100.
p

6000
- - - __________00

00
Available Nov. 1. 2005. Close

ple 10 month lease 1/2 block

BATHS, FULL BASEMENT
WITH W/0, CENTRAL AIR,

5,4,3,2

has

2&3 BR Apts. available for

LEATHER FURNITURE, 2 1/2

217·246-

Plnetree

Fall 2006 • Great selection of

HARDWOOD FLOORS, FURNISHEO,
INCLUDING

2-bedroom

lmcolnwood

quality houses and apartments. Close to campus. 1·6

Dishwasher. Washer/ Dryer

houses.

00

_____oo

BEAUTIFUL
2
STORY
HOUSE. FURNISHED FOR 7·

708-261-

from EIU Rented lot, $6500.

year

8350.

5741 For Spring 2006.
_____________ 10/25

1980 Redman mobile home
located in Greenup, 20 min

school

FOR RENT

19.2005

6 Poor, as coverage

13 Bout stopper,
for short
Gnffrth,
1999 W.N B.A.

21 _

M.V.P.

37 Bringer of w1ne
and flowers

49 Slams

38 Post-storm

52 Put into law

effects
39 Skyscrapers,

55 Bed board

e.g.

56 Burned up the
40 N.C. State Is
7 One making ref- 22 "What's _ ?"
highway
in It
erences
26 Dye holders
41 Bedwear, for
8 Routines bad to
57 Biblical evictee
short
'Z1
Masthead
conbe on
tents, briefly
45 Subject of a
9 "Dedicated to
guessing game 58 Days long past
29
Inventor
Whitney
the_love·
46 Having run
59 Tax pro, for
10 "Dumb _ . (old 30 Demolish
47 Carson
short
comic)
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oft,=+::~+;..;.t 11 Follower of
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ACCIDENT:
CONntwto FROM rAV

1

One of the pa.~sengers in the car
suffered a minor head injury that
was treated at the scene of the accident, Dunning said.
Mary Pappalardo and Abby
Wood, both senior communication
studies majors, were approximately
20 feet behind the uuck when the
accidcnr occurred.
They called the police at 10:32
p.m., Wood said.
Three ambulances, a fire truck
and two police cars responded ro
the scene.
Tabitha Hardy of Charlesron said
her ex-boyfriend, Roger Snoddy,
23, of Oakland was a passenger in
rhe car.
"Me and my step dad were turning to go ro Wai-Man when we saw
the car," Hardy said.
h took 45 ruinures wan hour co
clean the rwo vehicles and clean up
the debris, said Brian Wilkerson, a
row-uuck driver for Cobbles
Towing.
Eberhart was taken to rhe Coles
Councy Sheriff's Office.

D ANU:L WILLIAMSITH£ DAILY F.ASnRN NEWS

Charleston firefighters put a car accident victim on a strecher after extracting him from a truck at the intersection of 18th Street and Lincoln Avenue Monday.

STATE
BRIEFS
Convicted Cumberland County judge
taken into sheriH's custody upon parole
TOLEDO - Former Cumberland Counry judge
Roben Cochonour was behind bars again Tuesday, just
a day after he was paroled &om a state prison halfway
bouse.
Cumberland Counry deputies rook him into custody
Monday and jailed him on a citation for contempt or
court. The citation was issued by Judge Stephen Pacey
in September 2004 after Cochonour failed to produce
documents related to the estate of Greenup businessman Jay Hayden, for which Cochonour was once
executor.
Cochonour went to prison in 2003 after he admitted
stealing more than $100,000 from Hayden's estate after
Hayden died in 1985. He was paroled Monday from
the Decatur Adult Transition Center, a work-release
center where he served the majority of his abbreviated
seven-year sentence.

State officials a_gree to borTOw money
to pay overdue Medicaid bills
SPRINGFIELD- Hospitals and pharmacies desperate for the state to pay its bills should see checks
arrive in about a month now that Illinois officials
have agreed to take our a $1 billion short-term loan.
Officials said Tuesday that the loan should be completed by mid-November, allowing payments on
overdue Medicaid bills ro begin immediately afterward.
illinois has fallen Far behind in paying for medical
services to the poor, building up a backlog of roughly
$1.4 billion. Providers such as hospirals and nursing
homes have had co wait three and four months for
their money.
Borrowing money lets the stare pay those bills,
although more will pile up later in the fiscal year.

Obesity surgery is
much riskier than
previously thought
T~•E AsSOCIATED

Ex-principal held without bond
on charge of sex with minor
THE AssoclATI'D PRESS

Pms

CHICAGO- Obesity surgery, which is fast becom·
ing a popular way to bacde the nation's weight crisis,
may be a lot riskier than most patients realize.
New research found a higher-than-expected risk of
death in the year after surgery, even among young
patients.
"Ir's a reality check for those patientS who are considering these operations," said Uruversicy ofWashingron
surgeon Dr. David Flurn, lead author of a Medicare
study that analyzed the risks.
The findings appear in Wednesday's Journal of the
American Medical Association.
Some previous srudies of people in their 30s co their
50s _ the most common ages for obesity surgery _
found death rates well under 1 percent.
Bur in a srudy of 16,155 Medicare patientS who
underwent obesity surgery, more than 5 percent of men
and nearly 3 percent of women aged 35 to 44 were
dead within a year. And slightly higher races were found
in patients 45 to 54.

CHICAGO- A former charter school principal charged with collecting
child pornography and tranSpOrting a minor across state lines for sex tried
ro influence wimesses in the ~ against him, federal prosecutors said
Wednesday.
Joseph T. Nurek, 54, was also ordered held without bond Wednesday on
the new charge that in 1991 he aansported a minor under age 16 from
Ferndale, Mich., to suburban Villa Park.
Nurek, former principal of the West Belden Campus of the Chicago
International Charter School, bad previously been free on $500,000 bond
after being charged with storing in his Nonb Side home hund.rods of piccures of young boys having sex with adults.

AIR NATIONAL GUARD SAYS MORE THAN 300 FROM
GUARD'S 183RD FIGHTER WING WILL BE DEPLOYED
SPRINGFIELD - More than 300 members of the illinois Air National
Guard's 183rd Fighter Wmg will be deployed this month to southwest
Asia, a spokeswoman for the unit said.
Capt. Sonja Gurski said she could not give the deployment's specific
depanure dare or exact destination for security reasons. But she said
Tuesday an advance team bad already left to receive rhe aircraft.
The deployment will be the 183rd's largest since spring 2002, and a
majoriry of the trOOps are expected to rerum home in December or early
January, Gurski said.

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER
T\4t;
O'NNbR6\.\ W'
~(_\~'<

f'Ro\oC..oL .. .

Citizens Utility Board warns proposal
before fads could raise power rates
CHICAGO - A utility watchdog group on
Tuesday warned that a proposal before federal energy
regulators could increase CornEd customers' bills by
17 percent.
The proposal rrom PJM Interconnection, rhe
region's power grid operator, comes atop two increases
CornEd is seeking in Illinois. Combined, the three
proposals amount co a "triple whammy that would
boost Com.Ed customers' eleccric bills by 37 pen:enr,
or $275 per year for the average bill, the Citizens
Utiliry Board said Tuesday.
The latest proposal was ftled with federal energy
regulators in August by PJM, which operares the
power grid for 51 million customers in pans of the
South, Mid-Atlantic and Midwest, including northern
Hlinois.
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER
lO

'·

YOU G01TA GO BAQ(
ORLEANS PNJ FIGHT
FOR WW\T'S YOURS'

~

~EY MAY lRY TO
STOP YOU. roT YOU CAN'T
'TURN MQ(! SO WHAT IF
~EY HAVE M!RGNARIES
wmt ~tNE GUNS!
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DUNIVERSilY NEWS

Head coach for SIU
collapses on sideline
Salukis lose game
to Illinois State 61-35
8\ G.-.BE
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CARBONDALE- A day after col.lapsing
and suffering a 5eizure on the Sl U sidelines, Saluki
head coach Jerry Kill remained hospitalized
Sun<by and might not be rdcascd uncil midweek.
ream officials said.
In the waning momentS of rhe Saluk.is' 61-35
loss to Illinois State on Sarurd.ay, Kill collapsed on
rhe 6dd and shook violendy for about a minutes
while ream physicians rushed to his aid. Soon
after, he was taken to Carbondale Memorial
Hospital and underwent testing. all of whkh
c.une back normal, said Tom Weber. SIU spons

lewco111er of the Week: DE
Courtner Richardson, Fr.,
Tennessee State

Finnegan reru.rncd a punt 75 yanls for a
touchdown to give Samford the lead for good in
the Bull~' 27-23 win over Murray State. The
return came wirh less than a mihute to go in the
third qLWter and Samford rrailing. 23-20.
Fmnegan, who is also the swting romerback
forth~ B~ also had one kickoff return for
51 yan.is and led alll3dders with 13 StOp$.

Eastern Ke.nrucky's head coach.
The process ofdcrermining the host has
its Aaws, but for the coverage to be there,
the coaches knew there would be saai-

6a:s.
"There is not going to be a perfect way
to find a host for our tournament," said
Morehead State head coach Jaime
Gordon. "But we were excited that ESPN
decided to pick it up."
Coaches around the conferencc know
that the ideal pr~ would have been to
play th~ entire season :and then get ESPNU to cover it, but for the conference ro get
rhe coverage, it was detem1ined that thc.-y
would have to accept J::.SPN's wishes.
"This is rhe first ycu we've had volleyhall covered on lV," said Heather Brown,
~ OVCs ~t.ant Director of Media
Rclations. "ESPN needed ro know within
rwo weeks. Waiting until the end of th~
season wouldn't cut it.''

I'm hoping that the Cardinals can win the next two games,
but what I'm hoping for the most is that (this is for you
Whire Sox fans), is that no other MLB team sees its World
Series dream.~ die on a routine fly ball turned home run.
Matt Dani~ls is a sophomortjqurna/ism major. !fyou think
ia contradictory that h~ ridicuks Minut~ Maid Parlt y~t starts
his day offnm-y morning with a glass ofMi11ut~ Maid orange
Jt~ict, u/1 him 1ft mmtudl @riu.edu.

Seymour recovered a fumble and rcrurned
it 12 yards for a rouchdown in the Panrhers'
53-22 win over Eastern K~mucky.
The ~econd-year srarrer ar linebacker
from Delray Beach, Fl:t., :tl~o had a 16-yard
inrcrceprion rerum and tied for rhe gamehigh with 11 rota! tackles, including rwo for
loss.

$pecial Teams Player of the
Week: KRIPR Cortlaad Finecan,
Sr., Salford

WELCOME:

Y~llowstone).

Defensive Pla,.r of the Week:
LB Lucious Seymour, Jr.,
Eastern Illinois

State's 31-20 win at 1enncs.~ 'loch.
'lne rl-d-shirr fieshm.m from Richmond,
Texas, averaged 6.1 yards per carry on 31
touches while recording the li~t l 00-yard
game of his collegiate cara:r. He had a 53-yard
soorint; nm e-.u-ly in the fourth quarter that
hdpcxl seal thl' win for th,·1igcrs.

C:O..rtMJto JROM P/oO 12

Gr~n Monster, standing 37 feet tall. With SBC Park, it has
a short porch down the right field line, 309 feet, but has a
25-foot wall and fierce winds coming in off the San
Francisco Bay.
The wall down rhe left field line at Minute Maid is a
respectable 19-foot wail, yet is only 7 feet tall down the 326foot right field line. Both of these ballparks also play outside, where as Minute Maid Park has a retractable roof.
which has been closed in the duce home gan1cs played
against the Cardinals this postseason.
At least Albert Pujols sent the series back co Busch
Stadium Monday night. with a 412-foot blast that would
have been out at any park in America (including

.BRIEFS

Jav-.uns Williams rushed for a season-high

teamS.

12

ovc

190 prdc; and one touchdown in 1enncsscc

informacion director.
McAndrew Smdium remaine-d silent as Kill w·.LS
loaded into an ambulance.
Saluki team members knelt on the mrf '"hrle
&ru stood in the srands, mouths agape and conC'.cmed. looks painted on thcir faco.
Rollie Perkins, team phr;ician for rhc S.uukis,
said Kill has a history ofseizures, but they are rare
and typically brought on by ext.rcrudy stiU\ful siruat.ions.
"He had a pulse th<: entire rime." P~ns said..
"He's come back from this before. It's a known
condition."
.
Redbirds head coach Denver Johnson, a personal friend of Kill, quickly r.illied both teams at
mid6dd after Kill was put into tbe ambulanc:c.
Senior SIU linebacker Tony Rindla said
johnson was a "class act" as he rallied the rwo

DANIELS:
lli'<ILM 10 I 110M r~

Murray freshman
named Offensive
Player of the Week

Richardson recorded five racklcs, including
2.5 for loss.
A true freshman &om Memphis, Tenn.,
Richardson also forced a fumble, returning it
30 yards for a touchdown, and had a pair of
sacks for 11 yards.

The conference will usc its normal
ticbreaking method to determine the
roumament host.
The first ric breaker is head-to-head
match up and rhc second is the teams'
reaml against the next team in the srand-

IVC STIIIIIIS

i~.

For the Panthers' first-year head coach
Lori Bennett, this weekend could mark
her first major accomplishment ar Eastern.
She didn't have a problem with the conference's decision to usc Oct. 23 as a cutoff
dare early in the season.
"I'm fine with it," Bennett said. "Maybe
lo fed different ifl were in rhe conference
longer. Ir is what it is and whoever gets it
gets to prq>are for four weeks."
For now, the OVC will usc this fom1ar
for this season but has planned to reevaluate it at the end of the season depending
upon the reaction from ESPN and
whether they will be covering the coumamem again next year, Brown said.
The OVC will nor find that our until
next swnmer.

'
EAmiN
(UJNOIS

0\IC 0111:KAU

8-8
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TENNESSEE STATE
7-1
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KICKING IT
UP A NOTCH
Eastern's punting unit best i n conference
Bv MATTHFW STMN!i
~SOCIATE

DANIEL WltliAMSffi IE IWIY W1tRN NfWS

Senior punter Tom Schofield shows off hit rollout punt durinc practice at 0'8rien Stadium
Tuesday. Eleven offensive and defensive starters are on the punt team in Eastem's new apecial
teams system.

BRAVE:

Entering the 2005 season, Eastern punter Tom
Schofield was a tbrc:e-yor st:arter with a career
average over 37 yards per punl. In his final season,
he was as~ to try something drastically differem.
In the ofl:season. the Panthers hired thcir fiJ'S{t."Vcr special teuns coordinator Steve Choate from
Umh Stare. Choate brought a unique rugby puntingstyle to Charleston. and Schofield was to I~
3. new system.
"I kind of thought we would be doing some..~
thing new, bm this was something rd never rricd
befOre," Schofic.ld said.
Six ~es into rhc 2005 seac;on, Eastern is leading the Ohio Valley Conference and is 15th in the
nation in net punting with an average of36 yards
per punr. Choore bc:licves rhc plan is currently
Falling into place.
"What I tdl the guys is 'what are we trying to
do here?' and the: answer is win the field position
game," Choare said. "'Iom has done: a grear job
winning the net yards banle."
The biggest difference with the punt is now
Schofield will run about thttt to four yards to rhe
left or right and punt the ball while scill on lhe
run.
The senior from Merrill, WlS., talked about the
technical differences of the new kick.
"lc's different because of lhe leg angle,"
Schofield SUd "1 have co swing my lc:g across my
body ro make ic work."
Choate said Schofield needed an adjustruent

reams tied for third place in the MVC and with a
win today the Panthers will be in sole possession of
third place with a 2-l -1 conference record.
Creighton is still m fim place :md w1dc:fcated in
MVC play aficr a 3-2 viaory Sunday agajnsr
Bradley.
Wednesdays mateh up is pivoral in the Panthers'
race on the MVC and Eastern head coach Adam
Howarth understands the importance of winning
this game.
"We are stiU right in the: mix of everything. We
arc tied with several teams for third place," Howarth
said. "BradJey has got the same conference rcconi

"Not only are we conference rivals, but we are the
only teams in the conference from Illinois. Usually.
a lot of the kids know one another, and if you look
ar our games, they are always very close. Last year we
escaped there with a last-minute win" DeRose said
"I think today's game will be S0-50, with the addition ofsome talented freshmen, and when you have
Jimmy Klatter you know, you have one of the ~t
players in the Midwest."
Easrem who, along with Bradley, is one of four

SI'ORTS EDITOR

period ro the change bur never questioned the:
styie in lhe preseason.
"He never fought me on it because he knew
char 1 was trying ro add ro his many athletic
skills," Choate said.
By urilit.ing the squib kick, the Panthers ha'-c:
downed 15 punts inside the 20-yard-l.inc and haJ
a 67-yarder that landed inside rhe one i ~
Sarurday's 53-22 win against Eastern Kentucky.
1\vo of Eastern Kcnruckys turnovers occurred
with the Colonels backed up in~ide the 10-yardline.
"It was a major part of the total team effort
Saturday," Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said.
Schofield said his game plan going into
Saturday's game at Murray State would be to get
lhc ball rolling a lot because of the artificial turf at
Srewan Sradium.
·The mOSt unusual parr of lhe new Eastern sp<.""
cial teams syslelll is 11 offensive :md defensive
scarrers are on the punt team.
"1 sold coach Spoo on rhe idea thar ifyou think
field position is 1.hat important, wouldn't you
want your best players on the 6cld," Choate said.
The: one thing Panther coaches and players
used is pride in the special teams unit. Against
Southeast Missouri, junior wide n:cciver Ryan
Voss ran underneath and downed a Schofield
punt inside the 5-yani line, and Saturday against
Eastern Kentucky the Panthers downed a 67-ya.rd
~unt inside the 1.
"toach Choate made believers out of all ~f ll~
and the players im'Oivcd," Spoo said. "1 couldn't
be happier with d1e job he: is doing.

commg into roday's game. so the next tWO games
will be important for us in cerms of dcrermining
where we finish this year."
Howanh has been part of this rivalry for six seasons and knows what to apecr from Bradley's game
plan and h~ been preparing his team for what to

expea.
"If we can play a full 90 minutes of defense. r
think we will be fi ne; they are going to come right
at us, and they are a very athletic ream with some
good speed on the field," Howarth said. "I know
they are going to want to push it up and we just
have ro make sure to match them up the field."

$3.50 long Islands
$1.00 MIDer High
Life Bottles

$2.00 Jim Beam
Karaoke

$1.58 Coors Upt

$2.81 A.bsolut or
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Build Networking Skills

~1lpln

$1.80 Mlllflo Hlp Ufe Plntl
$1.50 Rolll•s Roc:k
Sotltllem Cotafori

November 9, 2005
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

not

$2.H Coroeaud Modele
Sl.H Jadl o-lelt

Grand Ballroom-Union

Career Services
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$1.50 Vodka Rail
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Those Pockets
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@

Saturday, November 5
10am- 4pm
EIU McAfee Gym

....Your goal is to become an inspiration

Explore Career Options in Education

.....,
(1 ·1·1 6-411

Outdoor Recreation &
Leisure Show

Fall Education Job Fair
Find Jobs in PreK-12 Teaching, Special Services, Counseling, & Coaching

TODAY'S MATCH

Open Mic
Night Every
Wed.@ 10pm

BADBUSINES

581-2816

PA HER SPORTS CALENDAR
WEDNUDAY
FRIDAY

MIH' I Socaa vs. lllwM.n

SATURDAY

MEN'S

3 p.m.
2:30p.m.
7p.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.

WOMEN'S Sorcflt Ill TlNNlS5t£·M~Irll~
VOltfYIII\11 liT SIIMfORD

Socco vs. Mlssooat STATE

SWIMMING VS. lwNOIJ-CMICAOO

Eastun Illinois Univtrsity, Charkston

OUT OF
BOUNDS

MEN'S SOCCER

Eastern
braves
Bradley

MATT D4N1B.S
Sli\IF ltfPOI!TfR

Minute Maid
ought not
been made
Minute Maid Park (formerly
Enron Ficld and rhe originally
tided Astros Fidd) should not be a
st~dium where Major League
Baseball is played.
This is a place where an ordinary fly ball can rum into a threerun game-changing home run,
(lance Berkman's 338-foor wallop
in Game 5 of the NLCS) where a
hitter can ger jammed on a pitch
inside and not foUow through all
the way on his swing Oason Lane's
mammoth home run that landed a
couple rows into the stands down
the 315-foot left field line) and
where a player can hit a ball 420
feet to dead center, yet: come 15
feet shy of hitting a home run
Qohn Rodrig\le:t of the Cardinals
in Game 4 when he hit it to the
infamous Tals Hill).
The distances down the left and
righr fidd lines is absurd for professional baseball st:andards. At least
at Fenway Park and SBC Park
(home of the San Francisco
Giants), rwo other stadiums rhat
have short left or righr fidd lines, it
is a bit more difficult to hit a home

Win could boost
Panthers into
playoff contention
BY PAl RICK VITT
STI\F F Rff'('IRT£R

Eastern is still alive and in the hunt for a
place in the ML'iSouri Valley Conference
men's soccer playoffs, being part of a fourway tie for third place.
The Panthers (4-6-l 1-1-1) are coming
off a thrilling overtime MVC cic rhac w.JS
scm imo overtime wtch a last-minure goal by
sophomore midfielder Brad £ad, tying him
for the team lead 4 goab with senior captain
Jimmy Kl;mer.
The current four-game home st:and for
the Panthers will continue when Bradley (84-1, 1-1-1) tlkes the fidd today against
Eastern. The all-rime series against Bradley is
in Eastern's favor, leading with a 7-6-1
record, however Bradleywon last year's game
2-1.

run.

At Fenway, 310 feet down the
left fidd line, there is the imposing
SEE
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CA. .IE HOLUI/lHE t:Wl.Y WTERN NEWS

Bradley head coach Jim DeRose knows
that last year's game is in the past and apects
a tougb game with Easfern.

Sophollort •klfieW.r Jtre., lanaoh takes poueaaion of the ball from Drab se•lor fDIWud .1taa RioU,
dlriiC the PIM Sulday If Lakeside r..td.

SEE

BRAVE Pi\Cf II

Rolling out the welcome mat
Eastern could host OVC tournament Crabtree sets

CAUIE H OLUSIIHE [}\JLY EASTERN NlWS

Sopbomore setter llarH CrUtrtt llh ., to sene lhniDc tltt
secoatlllltch il Salwda(a ca•ln Lantz lnlllapiMt • .,.., Stitt.

BY MAitCO SANTANA

things go their way.

SJAH MfPORTrR

The Panthers have watched Eastern
Kentucky turn from a bitter rival ar the
beginning of the season and the only
ream ro defeat them in 2004 to a ream
that could hdp them this weekend. If the
Panthers defeat Samford and Eastern
Kentucky defeats Tennessee: State on
Friday, the Panthers would clinch.
The OVC had ro make a decision this
otfseason about how to d~crm.ine a host
before the season finish'--d. This w.JS to
aa:ommodate ESPN-U, who will be
covering the tournament championship
game for the first time.
The conference pur together a c.omminee that met from late July to early
August and shared its recommendations
with athleuc directors, said Lon Duncan,

The Ohio Valley Conference volley·
ball tournament will be covert-d by
ESPN-U this season for the first rime,
and the Panthers have the tnside track to
host their first roumamem since 1998.
The toumamcm host will be dcrermined this weekend as the conference
approaches the Ocr. 23 cutoff dare set
prior ro this season.
Th~ team on rop of the OVC st:andings Monday will host the tournament.
The Panthers are the lasr remaining
unbeaten ream in the conference and
will travel to Samford on Friday and
then rake on Jacksonville Stare on
Sarurc!Jy.
The Panthers could clinch h~-cing the
conference tournament on Friday if

match dig record
Easrern sophomore setter Man:n
Crabtree ~ord~-d a Panther ~ingle
match record wirh 4 1 digs in
Saturday's 3--2 win against Murray
State and c:arncd the Ohio Valley
Conf<:rence Defensive Player of the
WCC'k award.
Crabtree had 16 digs against
Tennessee-Martin and the 2004 OVC
F~hman of the Year avc:raging 7.12
digs per game over the weekend.
Crabtree's performance helped
Eastern to irs 1Oth straight will. its
longest since 1992, and to remain a
perfect 8-0 in conference. The
Panthers bavc gone 23-1 in the OVC
since Ciablit:e jomed the ream m

2004.
su WELCOME !'ACE 10
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The ultimate measure of a man
"This contest provides a good example to other men that we are somebody," explained Smith, who was
named first runner-up. "We can be
Alex Tolbert was announced as the
more than bangers and drug dealers."
2005 Essence of a Man Thursday
Smith reoted an original poem about
evening in the 7th Street Underground
his love for black women for his talent.
in the University Union.
Little and Wise both gave speeches
The F..ssence of a man contest kicked
about the people in their lives that were
off a series of events planned by the
influential in their coming of age
Black Student Union (BSU) for the 2005
processes.
homecoming weekend.
All of the men were also asked to
Kevun Newble, junior communicadefine what the true essence of a man
tions studies major, and Jennifer Ether, ·
is.
junior journalism major and 2005 Miss
WtSe stated that his father is the true
"Black EIU hosted the event.
essence of a man. "I have learned from
Since its inception in 2002, the
him that I still have a long way to go,"
Essence of a Man contest has attracted
said Wise.
the men of EIU' s campus to compete
Gregory Parker, third runner up,
for the title. Each year the contest gives
said that the contest gave him the
these men the opportunity to showcase
chance to show How he is has grown
talents that the campus might not othinto the man he is today. Parker also
erwise see.
recited a speech, which told his personThis year's contestants included
al story.
Tolbert, freshmen undeclared major;
Little wants to use this contest to set
Ryan Little, freshmen business major;
an example for his two-month-old son.
Charles Washington, major; Marcus
"I want to be myself and I want him
Smith, sophomore biology major; Keith
to be himself, and ultimately be better
Wise, freshmen undeclared major and
than me." Little said. "I also did this
Gregory Parker junior business major.
because I like to make the ladies smile,
All of the participants were judged
and to show Ryan Little as a serious
in four categories: Introduction, Men In
man."
"Black, Talent, and Evening Wear with
"The essence of a man is someone
an impromptu question.
who has a path and a solid goal," said
The men were also asked to write
Evanston native Tolbert. "And then
their perspectives on the theme, "The
continuing to take those steps to that
Measure of a Man." As the men were
solid goal is what forms you into that
introduced in the uMen In Black" catePlwto courtesy of Black Student Utrion
man."
gory, each participant's thoughts were Alexander Tolbert, freshmen, undecided major, became the new 'Essence of a
Hightower is confident that Tolbert
read.
Man' on Thursday, October 13, 2005.
will successfully uphold the duties and
"They worked real hard," said
traditions like all of the winners before
Christopher Hightower, senior commu"There were points during rehearsal before aU of the men reassured me that him. "Hopefully the show next year
nication studies major and 2004 Essence when I didn't think the show would go they were going to do well, and they will be bigger and better."
well," said Hightower. "But the night did."
of A Man winner.

By Jaml Arceneux
Entertainment Editor

The 2005 multi-cultural career expo
By Robin Zazove
Staff Writer

Community School District, Michele innovative entrepreneur who has come
Foods, Office Max, State Farm to contribute her expertise.
Executive-In-Residence
Michele
Insurance, and many. more.
The Department of Career Services
Representatives from these compa- Hoskins will be on campus meeting
and the Office of Minority Affairs have nies will be on campus to assist minor- and sharing her experiences with stubeen working hard to provide students ity students with their career plans. dents.
with the opportunity to network with This is an excellent opportunity for stuHoskins is the owner and CEO of
corporations that are looking to diver- dents to ask questions and get answers Michele Foods, a manufacturer that
sify their companies at the Multi- from real professionals.
specializes in providing syrup for over
All students are encouraged to par- 100,000 food stores nationwide.
Cultural Career Expo, which will be
held Thursday at 1 to 4 p.m. in the ticipate and explore possible career
Family and Consumer Science and
University "Ballroom of the Martin options, and find out what positions "Business majors are highly encouraged
are available to them with the right to attend the Welcome Dinner with
Luther IGng Union.
Linda Moore, director of Career qualifications and experience.
Hoskins at 6 p.m. tonight in the Grand
Services, said that the career expo is the
"It's never too early to start career "Ballroom.
For more information about the dinperfect place for students to interact searching, and intermingle with indiwith the participating businesses, as viduals who can help you navigate ner or to reserve a spot, students may
well as give the companies a chance to those career goals," Moore explained.
contact Linda Moore, Director of
Many of these corporations will be Career Services at 581-2412.
broaden their workforce through our
services.
recruiting for open full and part-time
Moore admits that this is a smaU
"It's a two-way street," said Moore. positions, as well as internships.
career expo, but students should still
"The students have the likelihood of
The Lumpkin School of "Business is benefit from the experience because of
obtaining internships and jobs, and the also hosting the 2nd Annual Executive- the intimacy.
recruiters have the opportunity to fill In-Residence program in conjunction
"Students can spend more time with
those vacant positions with perspective with the Multi-Cultural Career Expo.
the recruiters, which may prove to be
students."
The Executive-In-Residence pro- rewarding for both parties," said
The expo is sponsored by Enterprise gram is meant to be a motivational Moore.
Rent-A-Car, and will include employ- event where students can learn what
All academic majors and students
ers such as Boeing, Home Depot, expectations companies have for their are encouraged to attend .
• • A.meren. • G,e,n.eral .·.Electric, Alton . entplovees, and meet a c;uccessful and
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Gomes determination drives him to be the best
By Christopher Hightower
Staff Writer

campus.
"Gomes is one of the hardest working players that I have had the opportuDribble drive, jab step, spin move, nity to coach," said Miller. "It is a pleasshot. Crossover, first step, step back,. ure to have him on the team.
shot. This routine takes place nearly
When Josh arrived at ~IU four years
two hours in the humid gymnasium ago, things were a lot different. He was
and the entire time no one enters and a freshmen playing in the shadow of
no one leaves.
EIU greats Henry Domercant and Kyle
Most college students are sleeping Hill.
at 8 a.m., but Josh Gomes has a point to
Since then Josh has established himself as oite the best guards in the OVC
prove and a goal to reach.
He is in his senior year and has yet to · and was rewarded this year by being
play a game in the NCAA Tournament named First Team All OVC in the preThis drives Gomes to shoot 500 shots a season.
day, totaling 2,000 shots per week.
''When I was recruited there was a
This work ethic is what separates lot of talk about Kyle and Henry,"
Gomes from other players and makes Gomes explained. "But over time those
him the unquestioned leader of this shadows have faded and J have met the
year's basketball team.
expectations that were set for me".
Gomes in now in the towering posiFirst year coach Mike Miller has
been aware of this since his arrival on tion, and his teammates follow and

Some would say in order to lead
look to him on how to better their
you have to scream, but Gomes doesn't
game.
Bobby Catchings is one of those scream. He simply lets his game and
players that have been positively affect- his actions speak for themselves.
ed by playing alongside Gomes.
"If something needs to be said I will
"Being on the floor with him and step up and say it, but I am not a rah
watching him play has made me a bet- rah kinda guy," explained Gomes. "I
ter player and given me a stronger lead by example".
work ethic," said Catchings.
As the daily routine dies down Josh
"He is a leader by example and he prepares to take his final shots and get
puts pressure on all of us to get better ready for class. Most players would be
with all of the extra work he does".
content with this workout, but in five
This work ethic that Gomes has was hours Josh will return to the gym, to
instated during his high school days at repeat the same routine. This time he
Frankfort Christian Heritage High will be joined by other teammates who
School in Indianapolis. It's not just a have caught on to his extra workout,
cliche or a ploy to get people to notice and share the same goal of reaching the
him. It is just Josh being Josh.
NCAA tournament. According to
"Leadership is learned and built Catchings they all know one thing, "If
m·er time. I have been a leader ever we want to reach the tourney we have
since I picked up a basketball," said to do it with Josh and we gotta follow
his lead".
Gomes.

Let's talk about hair

Stylist James
Whitaker
trims Bradley
Walliams', a

By: Eugenia Jefferson

Whitaker also mentioned that stuStaff Writer
dents could receive up to $5 off by
scheduling their appointment online.
Students are tired of traveling two
Some of the types of styles that
and three hours just to get a haircut or Whitaker offers include: soft styles,
style, but Charleston doesn't really
layered cuts, free floating, and more
provide hair products or salons that
natural styles.
cater to African-Americans.
Jeffrey Collier, senior political science major, gets his haircut by
Guys are forced to submit to the
student barbers on campus in order to Whitaker every Tuesday.
"His work is professional," Collier
stay fly, and the ladies are wearing
braidS and hair wraps more and more. explained. "Plus he's the only man in
Charleston that cuts African-American
It's becoming stressEul and Africanhair."
American students are searching for
an answer that will keep gas in their
Whitaker travels to Charleston once
cars, and hats off their heads.
a week on Tuesdays; however, he
Thanks to James Whitaker III, prowants to increase his schedule to supfessional hair stylist, many women
ply services on Monday, Tuesday, and
and men can stay in town to get that
Wednesdays.
fresh cut or layered style.
Prices vary according to the style in
Whitaker has been working in the
which students prefer. Select styles
Union hair salon since April of 2005,
such as a shampoo and dry is $35, a
and has been styling hair for 13 years.
relaxer is $50 and a haircut is $15.
He also owns Yadah Barber and
Lynette Gayden, sophomore science
Beauty in Normal, lllinois.
major with teacher's certification, also
The shop, Yadah II is located in the
gets her hair done at Yadah 11.
''Whitaker does a good job on my
lower level, west wing of the Martin
Luther King Union, and is in operation hair," said Gayden. "Being away from
from 9 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
home and my usual hairdresser has
"Students have access to schedule
made it hard to manage, but he is
helping me get it back in onler."
appointments online at
, or by simply accessing the
Collier and Gayden have recomuniversity union webpage on Eastern's mended Whitaker to others, and
homepage," said Whitaker.
encourage students to take advantage

juniorbusi·-·~.............~--"" 1 ness major,
hairatthe
opening of
theUaion
Salon
1\tetday
llOOnin the
MartinL
kiDgJr.
Uahasily
Ullion.

877-497-YADA or at 1-217-581-7148.·
Walk-ins are welcome.

of the quality service the shop has
made available.
If you would 1ike to make an
appointment, contact Whitaker at 1-

The editor's note

Letters to the editor

Welcome back to Minority Today!
I would like to introduce this
month's issue, with the hopes that it
will present a broader ran~ of issues
and top1cs for all students.
I want Minority Today to become a
voice for the minority students at
Eastern to tell our stories, our way.
1 would like to thank the staff of

All ietters must include the author's name and contact information, and
must not exceed 300 words. Not all letters will be published and we
reserve the right to edit for spacing. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. All letters to the editor can be sent to: 1811
Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923.

Minority Today for working overtime to
produce a substantial product, and
would like to extend an invitation for
more students to join the staff.
Once again. welcome back, and anticipate our presence in the DEN every
third Wednesday.
Stephanie N. Johnson
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Minority dance groups cut short during Homecoming
By Jennifer Ether
Opinion Editor
Homecoming is the time of the year
when everyone is proud to represent
our university.
It is an ev-ent that many students,
athletes, coaches, dance teams, organizations, fraternities and sororities
spend
months
preparing
for.
Homecoming is supposed to be a time
of reverence, spirit and most of all
unity.
That unity was broken when communication between the homeconUng
committee and Eastern's dance teams
was ruined, resulting in both teams
removing themselves from the pep
rally.
Since the beginning of the semester,
my dance team, Rhythm and X-tacy, the
first co-ed hip-hop dance team on campus, practiced three to five days a week,
making up routines for a chance to perform at the highly anticipated pep rally.
Although no formal invitation to
perform had been sent, we performed
last year and were trying to be prepared. There were try-outs held to find
new members, so when the invitation
was presen ted, we would've been
ready.
Jolie, the first hip-hop dance team on
campus, has performed in the pep rally
since their foundation in 2002. The
ladies of Jolie received the formal

request to perform in the pep rally,
which included an invitation for
Rhythm and X-tacy to perform as well.
Excited and anxious to dance during
homecoming, we began scheduling
extra practice days in order to learn and
teach new routines. Well, that enthusiasm slowly turned into irritation when
we were told that we had to either perform with Jolie or not at all.
It wasn't the fact that we.were asked
to perform with together that was disappointing, but the fact that we were
given this information three weeks
prior to the event.
Rhythm and X-tacy and Jolie were
not the only two dance groups performing, yet we were the only two
asked, rather told, to perform together
due to time restrictions.
Supposedly, every participant was
given five minutes to perform in the
pep rally and due to the number of performers and activities, certain limitations had to be set.
Therefore, any two groups would've
had to combine their routine, as if an
additional five minutes added to the
evenings itinerary would have made
that much of a time difference anyway.
I do understand that there may have
been the obvious assumption that since
we were the only two majority black,
hip-hop dance groups that we
would've been the most comfortable
working together.

Performing together was not the
issue at hand, rather w hy we were chosen as the designated groups chosen to
combine routines. Rhythm and X-tacy
and Jolie are both hip-hop dance teams,
but that doesn't indicate that we prepare and perform the same routines.
There are different elements and
forms of dance combined into both
teams, and that is what makes us the
same, but very different. Rhythm and
X-tacy could've performed with the
Pink Panthers, or Jolie with the EIU
dancers, or vice versa, but none of these
options were even mentioned.
The allotted time of five minutes was
not sufficient enough to create routines
for both teams. Many people may not
underst3nd exactly what dancing and
choreographing consists of.
The time, the energy, the construction of formations, decisions on transitions are all based on the number of
people on the team. Rhythm & X-tacy is
already a 15-member team and Jolie
consists of 10 people.
Trying to combine two groups totaling 25 people all dancing at the same
time would've had to result in the
rearrangement of routines, the combination of two separate dances and the
assembling of new formations, which
would result in pure chaos in a three
week period.
I am the president of Rhythm & Xtacy, and I was extremely annoyed and

disappointed by the fact that we were
told to either combine routines or not
dance at all.
It was simply unfair and there could
have been other solutions. There was
no communication from the homecoming panther pride committee to either
of the teams, until the last minute.
The program for the homecoming
events were p lanned out during the
Spring 2005 semester. so both teams
should have been informed at the
beginning, and maybe the situation
could've been rectified between both
teams.
Truthfully, both teams should've
beeh provided with ample time to perform separately, just the same as all the
other performers and participants of
the pep rally were.
Ultimately, we did make a decision. As much as we yearned to perform, both Rhythm & X-tacy and Jolie
decided together not to perform for pep
rally because it was simply rude and
wrong for the homecoming committee
to force us to perform together. We
decided as one that if one group didn't
perform, the other one wouldn't either.
Although homecoming has just
passed, this situation will hope.fu.lly be
something that can be learned from in
the future. Both teams love to dance,
and are willing to perform, but only
under fair and non-discriminatory conditions.
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Money. Power. Respec
By Stephanie Johnson
Editor in Chief

Can't Get Enough
A Novel by Connie Briscoe
Hardcover/ Fiction
Doubleday & Co. Inc/ 2005

288 pages

Money. Power. Respect. Some wiU husband's roaming eye, and now is
shy away from it, and others can't get delving in another interest: or fantasy.
After a year of being clean and sober,
enough.
Whichever the case may be, these Barbara tS working part-time as a real
three words have been categorized by estate agent alongside a very handsome
many as the epitome of the American and charming younger man.
Jolene, Bradford's former mistress,
Dream.
These three words hold an entrance continues to lose her grip and slide
into an elite society that rult:s the resi- back down no matter how many tunes
dents of Prince George's (P.G.) County she attempts to climb the social ladder.
in Connie Briscoe's latest ntwel "Can't
She is intent on winning back
Patrick, her now ex-husband as a result
Get Enough."
Aspiring to gain access into this of her affair with Bradford, Patrick's
social unit becomes a full-time occupa- former boss.
tion for the citizens of Prince George.
Patrick has fallen into the arms of
Work to get in, and of course work to Pearl, a hairdresser from the residential
area just outside P.G. County. Pearl is a
stay in.
In this much-anticipated sequel to middle-class woman, who is just trying
P.G. County, we see how far people will to make a living and provide for her
go to achieve social status, or to even son. She isn't big on fashion, and is con-·
just get a taste of it.
tent just livmg the life that God gave
Being married to one of the richest her.
Jolene can't and won't take a backmen in the world has got to be a dream
come true, but not for Barbara Bentley, seat to some low-class hairdresser, and
empress of the elite in P.G. County.
devises a plan to win her man back, but
She's the wife of Bradford Bentley, a has she gone to fpr?
wealthy business-man, who's always
This type of drama is nothing to
making deals; business or otherwise.
baroness Veronique, who has just built
Barbara once used alcohol as a reme- the biggest mansion in all of P.G.
dy for her loneliness as a result of her County. Veronique creates this incredi-

Lil' Kim is back and hotter than
ever, with her fourth album, The
Naked Truth, which is easily her
greatest album. Kim has truly reinvented herself, and left little room
for improvement.
The Naked Truth is packed with
pulsatingrhy~,con~ehooks

and a striking delivery that has set
Kim apart from other rappers.
The first single, "Lighter's Up",
has a melodic Jamaican rhythm that
is spiced with Kim's raw lyrics.
This title track is a note of reverence to her hometown of Brooklyn,
New York and encourages other
cities around the globe such as,
Chicago, New Orleans and St. Louis
to represent as well.
The next buzzing single, "Shut
Up B-", carries a ruthless flow
where Kim addresses all the haters
and rumors that have spawned
about her.
She attacks with vengeance, even
assailing Payless shoes spokeswoman Star Jones by calling her a
cheap hater.
"Slippin" is the single where Kim
rushes at her legal situation with
supreme force over a smooth and
unique track.
On this single, Kim tackles her
then pending jail sentence, widely
covered court case and tells her side
of the story, as she sees fit.
The delivery is soft, but the flow
still packs a mean blow with lines
hke, "no more' Mrs. nice b - ,

"guilty by association" and "just say
1 took one for the team".
Kim continuously takes stabs at
the government and points the finger at the guys who allegedly sold
her out throughout the album.
She is intent on proving her innocence, and never takes a second to
back down.
The Queen still reigns supreme
when the album continues with her
infamous sexual lyrics on singles
like "Gimme That" and "Kronik".
Kim has rightfully taken her
place at the top of the rap game
with The Naked Truth.
Though the album features guest
appearances by some of hip-hop's
biggest names like l'wista, T.l. and
Snoop Dogg; ultimately Kim holds
her own.
The album is solid and is worthy
of the five mics it received from the
Source magazine.
Kim has a classic on her hands
with her latest work, which is her
best album to date. It's that hot!

Want us to review a
CD?
Visit us at
minoritytoday.com

In?

ble mystery about herself, which is why
everyone is racing to get close to her.
What the people of P.G. County
don't know is the baroness has swept
into town with plans to shake the entire
count}~ and the winds are about to
blow.
This is Briscoe's fifth novel, and true
fans will be salivating with each tum of
the page. The Maryland resident and
New York limes bestselling author is
known for having a way with words,
and writes substantial, eloquent drama.
nus novel is packed with cliffhanger
suspense, and outrageous societal
norms that will shock those of a lower
class.
It is a must-read, but in the end it
seems as if Briscoe has given more than
we have received. The climax doesn't
quite fit the story, and readers are left
pondering whether they missed some
big highlight earlier or if there is going
to be a part three.
P.G. County out dances this novel,
but all in all Can't Get Enough is a suitable enough partner, even when it's
dancing in its prequel's shadow.

Roller boogie

The truth is out
Stephanie Johnson
Editor in Chief

- Are You

Myla Bradford
Staff writer
Writer Norman Vance Jr. and
director Malcolm D. Lee deliver a
film that is tasteful and offers a posihveview on African-American males
in the roller-disco comedy, "Roll

Bormce".
Set in the summer of 1978, on
Chicago's south side, Xavier (Bow
Wow), or X, and his crew ruled the
Pahsadcs Gardens Roller Rink, until
it w<ts shuttered.
With c;kates in tow and the summer on their side, the guys make
thcir way to the illu~trious North
Side skating rink, Sw£.>ehvater.
The crew ntled the rink .tt the
Gardens, but Sweetwat~r already has
its golden star. an arrogant smoothtalker named Swectnes .
As X and his crew attempt to get
used to the f<'ncy styles of
Sweetwater, the guys are challenged
to <1 bnttle of the blades for $500.
The boys were on top at the
Gardens, and are ready to prove that
they can hold thetr t>wn at
Sweetwater as well.
The film ts set m .1 state of nostalgta due to the rect:nt passing ~f X's
mother. This 1~ penodicallv shown
through dialogue ilnd pictures, and
Um>ugh the love X h.u; for hrs skates,
fOJ thcv were n gtft (rom his mom
There is a U\JSt in the mo'< ie wht.an
we sec the non-t"'xistent :relaticmslup
thut X has Wlth Jus fnthcr, Cu1 tb (Chi
M Bnd ).
Curtis hasn't come to tenns with
1~ watt!' -death and tiue to her pass-

ing has not been able to make ends
meet for him and the chtldren.
He lJUlts his JOb, but in order to
keep his dignity, he keeps it silent
from the children and continues to
get up each day and pretends to go to
work.
Of course, then? is a love story
between X and Naomi (Meagan
Good), a girl th.1t has been sending
constant advance.; toward him, but
continues to get shot down.
X uses the contest to help him
come to terms with his mother's
de.1th, hb father's inability to discuss
the tragedy and ultimately give- him
the <:,onfidence he nr?t>ds to belie\ e in
himself
"Roll Bounce'' has its moments
when the films plot seems predictable, on~ the humor is stale, but
it docs posSt.--ss great music and a
breakout pt-rformnnce from Bow
Wow.
fhis may not be enough to get
audiences rushmg to theaters, but
''Roll Bounce" L"- shU an entertaming
film ihat's worthy ot ' iewing.

